This document specifies how to use the Session
Introduction
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RFC3261] and the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [RFC4566] are used to set up multimedia sessions or calls. SDP is also used to set up TCP [RFC4145] and additionally TCP/TLS connections for usage with media sessions [RFC4572] . The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [RFC3550] is used to transmit real-time media on top of UDP and TCP [RFC4571] . Datagram TLS [RFC4347] was introduced to allow TLS functionality to be applied to datagram transport protocols, such as UDP and DCCP. This document provides guidelines on how to establish SRTP [RFC3711] security over UDP using an extension to DTLS (see [RFC5764] ).
The goal of this work is to provide a key negotiation technique that allows encrypted communication between devices with no prior relationships. It also does not require the devices to trust every call signaling element that was involved in routing or session setup. This approach does not require any extra effort by end users and does not require deployment of certificates that are signed by a wellknown certificate authority to all devices.
The media is transported over a mutually authenticated DTLS session where both sides have certificates. It is very important to note that certificates are being used purely as a carrier for the public keys of the peers. This is required because DTLS does not have a mode for carrying bare keys, but it is purely an issue of formatting. The certificates can be self-signed and completely self-generated. All major TLS stacks have the capability to generate such certificates on demand. However, third-party certificates MAY also be used if the peers have them (thus reducing the need to trust intermediaries). The certificate fingerprints are sent in SDP over SIP as part of the offer/answer exchange.
The fingerprint mechanism allows one side of the connection to verify that the certificate presented in the DTLS handshake matches the certificate used by the party in the signaling. However, this requires some form of integrity protection on the signaling. S/MIME signatures, as described in RFC 3261, or SIP Identity, as described in [RFC4474] , provide the highest level of security because they are not susceptible to modification by malicious intermediaries. However, even hop-by-hop security, such as provided by SIPS, offers some protection against modification by attackers who are not in control of on-path signaling elements. Because DTLS-SRTP only requires message integrity and not confidentiality for the signaling, the number of elements that must have credentials and be trusted is significantly reduced. In particular, if RFC 4474 is used, only the Authentication Service need have a certificate and be trusted. Intermediate elements cannot undetectably modify the message and This approach differs from previous attempts to secure media traffic where the authentication and key exchange protocol (e.g., Multimedia Internet KEYing (MIKEY) [RFC3830] ) is piggybacked in the signaling message exchange. With DTLS-SRTP, establishing the protection of the media traffic between the endpoints is done by the media endpoints with only a cryptographic binding of the media keying to the SIP/SDP communication. It allows RTP and SIP to be used in the usual manner when there is no encrypted media.
In SIP, typically the caller sends an offer and the callee may subsequently send one-way media back to the caller before a SIP answer is received by the caller. The approach in this specification, where the media key negotiation is decoupled from the SIP signaling, allows the early media to be set up before the SIP answer is received while preserving the important security property of allowing the media sender to choose some of the keying material for the media. This also allows the media sessions to be changed, rekeyed, and otherwise modified after the initial SIP signaling without any additional SIP signaling.
Design decisions that influence the applicability of this specification are discussed in Section 3.
Overview
Endpoints wishing to set up an RTP media session do so by exchanging offers and answers in SDP messages over SIP. In a typical use case, two endpoints would negotiate to transmit audio data over RTP using the UDP protocol. Consider Alice wanting to set up an encrypted audio session with Bob. Both Bob and Alice could use public-key-based authentication in order to establish a confidentiality protected channel using DTLS.
Since providing mutual authentication between two arbitrary endpoints on the Internet using public-key-based cryptography tends to be problematic, we consider more deployment-friendly alternatives. This document uses one approach and several others are discussed in Section 8.
Alice sends an SDP offer to Bob over SIP. If Alice uses only selfsigned certificates for the communication with Bob, a fingerprint is included in the SDP offer/answer exchange. This fingerprint binds the DTLS key exchange in the media plane to the signaling plane.
The fingerprint alone protects against active attacks on the media but not active attacks on the signaling. In order to prevent active attacks on the signaling, "Enhancements for Authenticated Identity Management in the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)" [RFC4474] may be used. When Bob receives the offer, the peers establish some number of DTLS connections (depending on the number of media sessions) with mutual DTLS authentication (i.e., both sides provide certificates o This approach deals with forking and early media without requiring support for Provisional Response ACKnowledgement (PRACK) [RFC3262] while preserving the important security property of allowing the offerer to choose keying material for encrypting the media.
o The establishment of security protection for the media path is also provided along the media path and not over the signaling path. In many deployment scenarios, the signaling and media traffic travel along a different path through the network.
o When RFC 4474 is used, this solution works even when the SIP proxies downstream of the authentication service are not trusted. There is no need to reveal keys in the SIP signaling or in the SDP message exchange, as is done in SDESCRIPTIONS [RFC4568] .
Retargeting of a dialog-forming request (changing the value of the Request-URI), the User Agent (UA) that receives it (the User Agent Server, UAS) can have a different identity from that in the To header field. When RFC 4916 is used, then it is possible to supply its identity to the peer UA by means of a request in the reverse direction, and for that identity to be signed by an Authentication Service. 
Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
DTLS/TLS uses the term "session" to refer to a long-lived set of keying material that spans associations. In this document, consistent with SIP/SDP usage, we use it to refer to a multimedia session and use the term "TLS session" to refer to the TLS construct. We use the term "association" to refer to a particular DTLS cipher suite and keying material set that is associated with a single host/ port quartet. The same DTLS/TLS session can be used to establish the keying material for multiple associations. For consistency with other SIP/SDP usage, we use the term "connection" when what's being referred to is a multimedia stream that is not specifically DTLS/TLS.
In this document, the term "Mutual DTLS" indicates that both the DTLS client and server present certificates even if one or both certificates are self-signed.
Establishing a Secure Channel
The two endpoints in the exchange present their identities as part of the DTLS handshake procedure using certificates. This document uses certificates in the same style as described in "Connection-Oriented Media Transport over the Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol in the Session Description Protocol (SDP)" [RFC4572] .
If self-signed certificates are used, the content of the subjectAltName attribute inside the certificate MAY use the uniform resource identifier (URI) of the user. This is useful for debugging purposes only and is not required to bind the certificate to one of the communication endpoints. The integrity of the certificate is ensured through the fingerprint attribute in the SDP. The subjectAltName is not an important component of the certificate verification.
The generation of public/private key pairs is relatively expensive. Endpoints are not required to generate certificates for each session.
The offer/answer model, defined in [RFC3264] , is used by protocols like the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RFC3261] to set up multimedia sessions. In addition to the usual contents of an SDP [RFC4566] message, each media description ("m=" line and associated parameters) will also contain several attributes as specified in [RFC5764] , [RFC4145] , and [RFC4572] .
When an endpoint wishes to set up a secure media session with another endpoint, it sends an offer in a SIP message to the other endpoint. This offer includes, as part of the SDP payload, the fingerprint of the certificate that the endpoint wants to use. The endpoint SHOULD send the SIP message containing the offer to the offerer's SIP proxy over an integrity protected channel. The proxy SHOULD add an Identity header field according to the procedures outlined in [RFC4474] . The SIP message containing the offer SHOULD be sent to the offerer's SIP proxy over an integrity protected channel. When the far endpoint receives the SIP message, it can verify the identity of the sender using the Identity header field. Since the Identity header field is a digital signature across several SIP header fields, in addition to the body of the SIP message, the receiver can also be certain that the message has not been tampered with after the digital signature was applied and added to the SIP message.
The far endpoint (answerer) may now establish a DTLS association with the offerer. Alternately, it can indicate in its answer that the offerer is to initiate the TLS association. In either case, mutual DTLS certificate-based authentication will be used. After completing the DTLS handshake, information about the authenticated identities, including the certificates, are made available to the endpoint application. The answerer is then able to verify that the offerer's certificate used for authentication in the DTLS handshake can be associated to the certificate fingerprint contained in the offer in the SDP. At this point, the answerer may indicate to the end user that the media is secured. The offerer may only tentatively accept the answerer's certificate since it may not yet have the answerer's certificate fingerprint.
When the answerer accepts the offer, it provides an answer back to the offerer containing the answerer's certificate fingerprint. At this point, the offerer can accept or reject the peer's certificate and the offerer can indicate to the end user that the media is secured.
Note that the entire authentication and key exchange for securing the media traffic is handled in the media path through DTLS. The signaling path is only used to verify the peers' certificate fingerprints.
The offer and answer MUST conform to the following requirements.
o The endpoint MUST use the setup attribute defined in [RFC4145] . The endpoint that is the offerer MUST use the setup attribute value of setup:actpass and be prepared to receive a client_hello before it receives the answer. The answerer MUST use either a setup attribute value of setup:active or setup:passive. Note that if the answerer uses setup:passive, then the DTLS handshake will not begin until the answerer is received, which adds additional latency. setup:active allows the answer and the DTLS handshake to occur in parallel. Thus, setup:active is RECOMMENDED. Whichever party is active MUST initiate a DTLS handshake by sending a ClientHello over each flow (host/port quartet).
o The endpoint MUST NOT use the connection attribute defined in [RFC4145] .
o The endpoint MUST use the certificate fingerprint attribute as specified in [RFC4572] .
o The certificate presented during the DTLS handshake MUST match the fingerprint exchanged via the signaling path in the SDP. The security properties of this mechanism are described in Section 8.
o If the fingerprint does not match the hashed certificate, then the endpoint MUST tear down the media session immediately. Note that it is permissible to wait until the other side's fingerprint has been received before establishing the connection; however, this may have undesirable latency effects.
6. Miscellaneous Considerations
Anonymous Calls
The use of DTLS-SRTP does not provide anonymous calling; however, it also does not prevent it. However, if care is not taken when anonymous calling features, such as those described in [RFC3325] or [RFC5767] are used, DTLS-SRTP may allow deanonymizing an otherwise anonymous call. When anonymous calls are being made, the following procedures SHOULD be used to prevent deanonymization.
When making anonymous calls, a new self-signed certificate SHOULD be used for each call so that the calls cannot be correlated as to being from the same caller. In situations where some degree of correlation is acceptable, the same certificate SHOULD be used for a number of calls in order to enable continuity of authentication; see Section 8.4. Additionally, note that in networks that deploy [RFC3325] , RFC 3325 requires that the Privacy header field value defined in [RFC3323] needs to be set to 'id'. This is used in conjunction with the SIP identity mechanism to ensure that the identity of the user is not asserted when enabling anonymous calls. Furthermore, the content of the subjectAltName attribute inside the certificate MUST NOT contain information that either allows correlation or identification of the user that wishes to place an anonymous call. Note that following this recommendation is not sufficient to provide anonymization.
Early Media
If an offer is received by an endpoint that wishes to provide early media, it MUST take the setup:active role and can immediately establish a DTLS association with the other endpoint and begin sending media. The setup:passive endpoint may not yet have validated the fingerprint of the active endpoint's certificate. The security aspects of media handling in this situation are discussed in Section 8.
Forking
In SIP, it is possible for a request to fork to multiple endpoints. Each forked request can result in a different answer. Assuming that the requester provided an offer, each of the answerers will provide a unique answer. Each answerer will form a DTLS association with the offerer. The offerer can then securely correlate the SDP answer received in the SIP message by comparing the fingerprint in the answer to the hashed certificate for each DTLS association.
Delayed Offer Calls
An endpoint may send a SIP INVITE request with no offer in it. When this occurs, the receiver(s) of the INVITE will provide the offer in the response and the originator will provide the answer in the subsequent ACK request or in the PRACK request [RFC3262] , if both endpoints support reliable provisional responses. In any event, the active endpoint still establishes the DTLS association with the passive endpoint as negotiated in the offer/answer exchange. As with TLS, DTLS endpoints can rekey at any time by redoing the DTLS handshake. While the rekey is under way, the endpoints continue to use the previously established keying material for usage with DTLS.
Once the new session keys are established, the session can switch to using these and abandon the old keys. This ensures that latency is not introduced during the rekeying process.
Further considerations regarding rekeying in case the SRTP security context is established with DTLS can be found in Section 3.7 of [RFC5764] .
Conference Servers and Shared Encryptions Contexts
It has been proposed that conference servers might use the same encryption context for all of the participants in a conference. The advantage of this approach is that the conference server only needs to encrypt the output for all speakers instead of once per participant.
This shared encryption context approach is not possible under this specification because each DTLS handshake establishes fresh keys that are not completely under the control of either side. However, it is argued that the effort to encrypt each RTP packet is small compared to the other tasks performed by the conference server such as the codec processing. The SIP signaling from Alice to her proxy is transported over TLS to ensure an integrity protected channel between Alice and her identity service. Transport between proxies should also be protected somehow, especially if SIP Identity is not in use.
----------------------------------->|

Message (1): INVITE Alice -> Proxy
This shows the initial INVITE from Alice to Bob carried over the TLS transport protocol to ensure an integrity protected channel between Alice and her proxy that acts as Alice's identity service. Alice has requested to be either the active or passive endpoint by specifying a=setup:actpass in the SDP. Bob chooses to act as the DTLS client and will initiate the session. Also note that there is a fingerprint attribute in the SDP. This is computed from Alice's self-signed certificate. This offer includes a default "m=" line offering RTP in case the answerer does not support SRTP. However, the potential configuration utilizing a transport of SRTP is preferred. See [MMUSIC-SDP] for more details on the details of SDP capability negotiation. Bob retransmits his DTLS ClientHello, which now passes through the pinhole created in Alice's firewall. At this point, the DTLS handshake proceeds as before.
8. Security Considerations DTLS or TLS media signaled with SIP requires a way to ensure that the communicating peers' certificates are correct.
The standard TLS/DTLS strategy for authenticating the communicating parties is to give the server (and optionally the client) a PKIX [RFC5280] certificate. The client then verifies the certificate and checks that the name in the certificate matches the server's domain name. This works because there are a relatively small number of servers with well-defined names; a situation that does not usually occur in the VoIP context.
The design described in this document is intended to leverage the authenticity of the signaling channel (while not requiring confidentiality). As long as each side of the connection can verify the integrity of the SDP received from the other side, then the DTLS handshake cannot be hijacked via a man-in-the-middle attack. This integrity protection is easily provided by the caller to the callee (see Alice to Bob in Section 7) via the SIP Identity [RFC4474] mechanism. Other mechanisms, such as the S/MIME mechanism described in RFC 3261, or perhaps future mechanisms yet to be defined could also serve this purpose.
While this mechanism can still be used without such integrity mechanisms, the security provided is limited to defense against passive attack by intermediaries. An active attack on the signaling plus an active attack on the media plane can allow an attacker to attack the connection (R-SIG-MEDIA in the notation of [RFC5479] ).
Responder Identity
SIP Identity does not support signatures in responses. Ideally, Alice would want to know that Bob's SDP had not been tampered with and who it was from so that Alice's User Agent could indicate to Alice that there was a secure phone call to Bob. [RFC4916] defines an approach for a UA to supply its identity to its peer UA, and for this identity to be signed by an authentication service. For example, using this approach, Bob sends an answer, then immediately follows up with an UPDATE that includes the fingerprint and uses the SIP Identity mechanism to assert that the message is from Bob@example.com. The downside of this approach is that it requires the extra round trip of the UPDATE. However, it is simple and secure even when not all of the proxies are trusted. In this example, Bob only needs to trust his proxy. Offerers SHOULD support this mechanism and answerers SHOULD use it.
In some cases, answerers will not send an UPDATE and in many calls, some media will be sent before the UPDATE is received. In these cases, no integrity is provided for the fingerprint from Bob to Alice. In this approach, an attacker that was on the signaling path could tamper with the fingerprint and insert themselves as a man-inthe-middle on the media. Alice would know that she had a secure call with someone, but would not know if it was with Bob or a man-in-themiddle. Bob would know that an attack was happening. The fact that one side can detect this attack means that in most cases where Alice and Bob both wish for the communications to be encrypted, there is not a problem. Keep in mind that in any of the possible approaches, Bob could always reveal the media that was received to anyone. We are making the assumption that Bob also wants secure communications.
In this do nothing case, Bob knows the media has not been tampered with or intercepted by a third party and that it is from Alice@example.com. Alice knows that she is talking to someone and that whoever that is has probably checked that the media is not being intercepted or tampered with. This approach is certainly less than ideal but very usable for many situations.
SIPS
If SIP Identity is not used, but the signaling is protected by SIPS, the security guarantees are weaker. Some security is still provided as long as all proxies are trusted. This provides integrity for the fingerprint in a chain-of-trust security model. Note, however, that if the proxies are not trusted, then the level of security provided is limited.
S/MIME
RFC 3261 [RFC3261] defines an S/MIME security mechanism for SIP that could be used to sign that the fingerprint was from Bob. This would be secure.
Continuity of Authentication
One desirable property of a secure media system is to provide continuity of authentication: being able to ensure cryptographically that you are talking to the same person as before. With DTLS, continuity of authentication is achieved by having each side use the same public key/self-signed certificate for each connection (at least with a given peer entity 
Limits of Identity Assertions
When RFC 4474 is used to bind the media keying material to the SIP signaling, the assurances about the provenance and security of the media are only as good as those for the signaling. There are two important cases to note here:
o RFC 4474 assumes that the proxy with the certificate "example.com" controls the namespace "example.com". Therefore, the RFC 4474 authentication service that is authoritative for a given namespace can control which user is assigned each name. Thus, the authentication service can take an address formerly assigned to Alice and transfer it to Bob. This is an intentional design feature of RFC 4474 and a direct consequence of the SIP namespace architecture.
o When phone number URIs (e.g., 'sip:+17005551008@chicago.example.com' or 'sip:+17005551008@chicago.example.com;user=phone') are used, there is no structural reason to trust that the domain name is authoritative for a given phone number, although individual proxies and UAs may have private arrangements that allow them to trust other domains. This is a structural issue in that Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) elements are trusted to assert their phone number correctly and that there is no real concept of a given entity being authoritative for some number space.
In both of these cases, the assurances that DTLS-SRTP provides in terms of data origin integrity and confidentiality are necessarily no better than SIP provides for signaling integrity when RFC 4474 is used. Implementors should therefore take care not to indicate misleading peer identity information in the user interface. That is, if the peer's identity is sip:+17005551008@chicago.example.com, it is not sufficient to display that the identity of the peer as +17005551008, unless there is some policy that states that the domain "chicago.example.com" is trusted to assert the E.164 numbers it is asserting. In cases where the UA can determine that the peer identity is clearly an E.164 number, it may be less confusing to simply identify the call as encrypted but to an unknown peer.
In addition, some middleboxes (back-to-back user agents (B2BUAs) and Session Border Controllers) are known to modify portions of the SIP message that are included in the RFC 4474 signature computation, thus breaking the signature. This sort of man-in-the-middle operation is precisely the sort of message modification that RFC 4474 is intended to detect. In cases where the middlebox is itself permitted to generate valid RFC 4474 signatures (e.g., it is within the same administrative domain as the RFC 4474 authentication service), then it may generate a new signature on the modified message. Alternately, the middlebox may be able to sign with some other identity that it is permitted to assert. Otherwise, the recipient cannot rely on the RFC 4474 Identity assertion and the UA MUST NOT indicate to the user that a secure call has been established to the claimed identity. Implementations that are configured to only establish secure calls SHOULD terminate the call in this case.
If SIP Identity or an equivalent mechanism is not used, then only protection against attackers who cannot actively change the signaling is provided. While this is still superior to previous mechanisms, the security provided is inferior to that provided if integrity is provided for the signaling.
Third-Party Certificates
This specification does not depend on the certificates being held by endpoints being independently verifiable (e.g., being issued by a trusted third party). However, there is no limitation on such certificates being used. Aside from the difficulty of obtaining such certificates, it is not clear what identities those certificates would contain --RFC 3261 specifies a convention for S/MIME certificates that could also be used here, but that has seen only minimal deployment. However, in closed or semi-closed contexts where such a convention can be established, third-party certificates can reduce the reliance on trusting even proxies in the endpoint's domains.
Perfect Forward Secrecy
One concern about the use of a long-term key is that compromise of that key may lead to compromise of past communications. In order to prevent this attack, DTLS supports modes with Perfect Forward Secrecy using Diffie-Hellman and Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman cipher suites. When these modes are in use, the system is secure against such attacks. Note that compromise of a long-term key may still lead to future active attacks. If this is a concern, a backup authentication channel, such as manual fingerprint establishment or a short authentication string, should be used.
A.10. Algorithm Negotiation (R-COMPUTE)
DTLS negotiates cipher suites before performing significant cryptographic computation and therefore supports algorithm negotiation and multiple cipher suites without additional computational expense.
A.11. RTP Validity Check (R-RTP-VALID) DTLS packets do not pass the RTP validity check. The first byte of a DTLS packet is the content type and all current DTLS content types have the first two bits set to zero, resulting in a version of zero; thus, failing the first validity check. DTLS packets can also be distinguished from STUN packets. See [RFC5764] for details on demultiplexing.
A.12. Third-Party Certificates (R-CERTS, R-EXISTING)
Third-party certificates are not required because signaling (e.g., [RFC4474] ) is used to authenticate the certificates used by DTLS. However, if the parties share an authentication infrastructure that is compatible with TLS (third-party certificates or shared keys) it can be used.
A.13. FIPS 140-2 (R-FIPS)
TLS implementations already may be FIPS 140-2 approved and the algorithms used here are consistent with the approval of DTLS and DTLS-SRTP.
A.14. Linkage between Keying Exchange and SIP Signaling (R-ASSOC)
The signaling exchange is linked to the key management exchange using the fingerprints carried in SIP and the certificates are exchanged in DTLS.
A.15. Denial-of-Service Vulnerability (R-DOS) DTLS offers some degree of Denial-of-Service (DoS) protection as a built-in feature (see Section 4.2.1 of [RFC4347] ).
A.16. Crypto-Agility (R-AGILITY) DTLS allows cipher suites to be negotiated and hence new algorithms can be incrementally deployed. Work on replacing the fixed MD5/SHA-1 key derivation function is ongoing.
A.17. Downgrading Protection (R-DOWNGRADE)
DTLS provides protection against downgrading attacks since the selection of the offered cipher suites is confirmed in a later stage of the handshake. This protection is efficient unless an adversary is able to break a cipher suite in real-time. RFC 4474 is able to prevent an active attacker on the signaling path from downgrading the call from SRTP to RTP.
A.18. Media Security Negotiation (R-NEGOTIATE)
DTLS allows a User Agent to negotiate media security parameters for each individual session.
A.19. Signaling Protocol Independence (R-OTHER-SIGNALING)
The DTLS-SRTP framework does not rely on SIP; every protocol that is capable of exchanging a fingerprint and the media description can be secured.
A.20. Media Recording (R-RECORDING)
An extension, see [SIPPING-SRTP], has been specified to support media recording that does not require intermediaries to act as an MITM.
When media recording is done by intermediaries, then they need to act as an MITM.
A.21. Interworking with Intermediaries (R-TRANSCODER)
In order to interface with any intermediary that transcodes the media, the transcoder must have access to the keying material and be treated as an endpoint for the purposes of this document.
A.22. PSTN Gateway Termination (R-PSTN)
The DTLS-SRTP framework allows the media security to terminate at a PSTN gateway. This does not provide end-to-end security, but is consistent with the security goals of this framework because the gateway is authorized to speak for the PSTN namespace.
A.23. R-ALLOW-RTP DTLS-SRTP allows RTP media to be received by the calling party until SRTP has been negotiated with the answerer, after which SRTP is preferred over RTP. 
